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Bachelor thesis is concerned with political party Scottish Liberal Democrats that exists in Scotland.
Party is part of federal structure of Liberal Democrats which had provided certain autonomy,
historically; however, both parties are closely linked. The aim of this bachelor work is to approach the
Scottish Liberal Democrats, because outside of the UK, we have little information about them. The work
is divided into two parts. The first part is devoted to the history of the Liberals since 1945 (a loss of
liberal voters), through the year 1988 when the Liberal Party merged with the Social Democratic Party
and subsequently formed the Liberal Democrats, to present right before the UK elections 2015. The
second part is about political party Scottish Liberal Democrats: Organization and party structure, leader,
associated organizations or voters. The special chapter I decided to dedicate is a separate history of
Scottish Liberal Democrats since 1988 when was party established. This development is a result of their
current position on the political scene of Scotland, United Kingdom and the European Union, which is
devoted to the last chapter of this Bachelor work.
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